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Abstract 

Layer 4-7 network functions (NF), such as Firewall or NAPT, have traditionally 
been implemented in specialized hardware with little to no programmability and 
extensibility. The scientific community has focused on realizing this functionality in 
software running on commodity servers instead. Despite the many advancements over 
the years (e.g., network I/O accelerations), software-based NFs are still unable to 
guarantee some key service-level objectives (e.g., bounded latency) for the customer 
due to their reactive approach to workload changes. 

This thesis argues that Machine Learning techniques can be utilized to forecast 
how traffic patterns change over time. A network orchestrator can then use this 
information to allocate resources (network, compute, memory) in a timely fashion and 
more precisely. To this end, we have developed Mantis, a control plane network 
application which (i) monitors all forwarding devices (e.g., Firewalls) to generate 
performance-related metrics and (ii) applies predictors (moving average, 
autoregression, wavelets, etc.) to predict future values for these metrics. Choosing the 
appropriate forecasting technique for each traffic workload is a challenging task. This 
is why we developed several different predictors. Moreover, each predictor has several 
configuration parameters which can all be set by the administrator during runtime. 

In order to evaluate the predictive capabilities of Mantis, we set up a test-bed, 
consisting of the state-of-the-art network controller Metron [16], a NAPT NF realized 
in FastClick [6] and two hosts. While the source host was replaying real-world internet 
traces (provided by CAIDA [33]), our Mantis application was performing predictions 
in real time, using a rolling window for training. Visual inspection of the results 
indicates that all our predictors have good accuracy, excluding (i) the beginning of the 
trace where models are still being initialized and (ii) instances of abrupt change. 
Moreover, applying the discrete wavelet transform before we perform predictions can 
improve the accuracy further. 
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Sammanfattning 

Nätverksfunktioner i lager 4-7 som t.ex. brandväggar eller NAPT har traditionellt 
implementeras på specialdesignad hårdvara med väldigt få programeringsegenskaper. 
Forskning inom datakomunikation har fokuserat på att istället möjliggöra dessa 
funktioner i mjukvara på standardhårdvara. Trots att många framsteg har gjorts inom 
området under de senaste åren (t.ex. nätverks I/O accelerering), kan inte 
mjukvarubaserade nätverksfunktioner garantera önskad tjänstenivå för kunderna (t.ex. 
begränsade latensvärden) p.g.a. det reaktiva tillvägagångsättet när arbetslasten ändras.  

 Den här avhandlingen visar att med hjälp av maskininlärning så går det att 
förutse hur trafikflöden ändras över tid. Nätverksorkestrering kan sedan användas för 
att allokera resurser (bandbredd, beräkning, minne) i förväg samt mer precist. För detta 
ändamål har vi utvecklat Mantis, en nätverksapplikation i kontrolplanet som övervakar 
alla nätverksenheter för att generera prestandabaserade mätvärden och använder 
matematiska prediktorer (moving average, autoregression, wavelets, o.s.v.) för att 
förutse kommande ändringar i dessa värden. Det är en utmaning att välja rätt metod för 
att skapa prognosen för varje resurs. Därför har vi utvecklat flera olika prediktorer. 
Dessutom har varje prediktor flera konfigurationsvärden som kan ändras av 
administratören. 

 För att utvärdera Mantis prognoser har vi satt upp ett testnätverk med en av 
marknadens ledande nätverkskontrollers, Metron [16], en NAPT nätverksfunktion 
implementerad med FastClick [6] och två testnoder. Den ena noden skickar data hämtad 
från verklig Internettrafik (erhållen från CAIDA [33]) samtidigt som vår applikation, 
Mantis, skapar prognoser i realtid. Manuell inspektion av resultaten tyder på att alla 
våra prediktorer har god precision, förutom början av en spårning då modellerna byggs 
upp eller vid abrupt ändring. Dessutom kan precisionen ökas ytterligare genom att 
använda diskret wavelet transformering av värdena innan prognosen görs.   
 

 
Nyckelord Network Function Virtualization, Software Defined Networking, 

Maskininlärning, Prognoser
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background 
Traditional networks have been built using equipment from a variety of network 

vendors. Typically, this equipment has been proprietary, hardly reconfigurable, and 
often specialized for a specific network function (NF). As a result of this approach, 
crucial NFs, such as firewalls, network address and port translators (NAPT), and deep 
packet inspection (DPI) systems are expensive to manufacture. Moreover, the lack of a 
vendor-agnostic interface, increases the cost of managing and operating such NFs. 

Network operators as well as researchers recognized the aforementioned 
limitations and sought for solutions that could increase network programmability. In 
fact, research on programmable networks started as early as the mid-1990s with active 
networking that envisioned network nodes which would expose their internal hardware 
resources (e.g., packet queues, processing, and storage) as well as allow arbitrary 
function customization through an external application programming interface (API) 
[28]. 

In 2002, the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) hosted a workshop on the topic of 
“network management”, inviting both protocol developers and network operators. As 
documented in the informational RFC3535, past network management protocols (e.g., 
SNMP) had failed to provide a ubiquitous solution for service configuration in multi-
vendor environments. As such, network operators still relied on humans to manually 
configure devices using command line interfaces (CLI). CLI scripting is difficult to 
automate due to the proprietary nature of these interfaces; even devices of the same 
equipment vendor may provide different versions of the CLI, causing scripts to often 
fail due to parsing errors. In the meantime, Juniper had been developing Junoscript 
since the early 2000s. Junoscript is a network management protocol that uses XML to 
describe device configurations. Phil Shafer at Juniper worked with IETF to standardize 
it, publishing NETCONF RFC4741 in 2006. NETCONF fulfils several operator 
requirements such as (i) network-wide configuration transactions, (ii) end-to-end 
service configuration rather than individual device configuration, (iii) configuration 
validation, etc. 

In 2007, research focus shifted from active networking to a more pragmatic goal; 
to decouple the control plane (such as routing, admission control, etc.) from the data 
plane (i.e. packet forwarding) and allow a logically centralized controller, running on 
commodity servers, to make the control plane decisions. This concept was proposed by 
Ethane [29], which was deployed in the Stanford campus network. In 2008, OpenFlow 
[1] clearly formalized the programming concepts described in Ethane, thus defining 
software-defined networking (SDN). OpenFlow standardized a control plane API and 
utilized existing switch capabilities (e.g. packet header inspection, flow counters, etc.) 
to allow remote reconfigurability and network monitoring. Using OpenFlow, 
developers can implement NFs, such as routers, switches, and firewalls, using their 
preferred programming language. 

Although SDN raised the abstraction level of modern networks, specific types of 
NFs were still hard to implement using OpenFlow. Specifically, stateful NFs require to 
handle flow state directly in the fast path, which cannot be implemented by traditional 
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SDN switches, without controller intervention. For this reason, these functions have 
been traditionally realized by hardware-based middleboxes as discussed earlier. 
Network functions virtualization (NFV) aims to potentially eliminate the need for 
traditional middleboxes by migrating middlebox functionality from hardware to 
software running in commodity off-the-shelf servers. NFV standardization has started 
since 2012 [30]. Although NFV can operate independently of SDN, leveraging SDN 
controllers can facilitate the operation and management procedures of NFV services. In 
fact, an SDN controller can dynamically place and configure NFs in server clusters 
across the network, without requiring human intervention. Taking into consideration 
that user traffic typically must be processed by a handful of NFs, the controller is able 
to connect these NFs in a pipeline, creating a service chain. As an example, end users 
would benefit from having their traffic routed through a service chain consisting of a 
NAPT, a firewall and an intrusion detection system (IDS) before being routed towards 
the Internet. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Industry 
Specification Groups have been working on a vendor-independent NFV Management 
and Network Orchestration (MANO) architecture since the late 2014 [32]. 

1.2 Problem 
Our literature study in Section 2 shows that today’s SDN and NFV systems are 

reactive in nature. This means that management decisions are only made once certain 
events are detected. For example, when state of the art NFV controllers, such as Slick 
[7], E2 [8], OpenBox [9], or Metron [16] detect that customer traffic through an 
established NFV service chain exceeds a specific bandwidth threshold, a load balancing 
decision is triggered (e.g., by spawning a second instance of this service chain) to 
absorb part of the input load, thus attempting to guarantee  the service-level objectives 
(SLOs) (e.g., bounded latency) for this customer. To detect such an event, make a 
reconfiguration decision, and enforce it to the data plane might potentially require 
several tens or tens of hundreds of milliseconds; this delay might be unacceptable for a 
strict latency SLO. Therefore, network operators must find alternative means to 
configure their NFV service chains, thus providing better guarantees for meeting their 
customers’ SLOs. 

 

1.3 Purpose 
In this project we will study techniques that will allow NFV controllers to operate 

in a proactive fashion and make a priori management decisions. To accomplish this 
goal, an NFV controller must first be able to predict traffic load changes. To do so, we 
will study, design, and implement traffic load prediction techniques using machine 
learning (e.g., using time series regression or Bayesian time series predictors). Once a 
prediction is made, the controller has to decide how the deployed NFV service chain 
must be reconfigured to accommodate the predicted traffic load changes. To do so, we 
will study, design, and implement workload classification techniques to characterize 
new input traffic loads using machine learning. This can be achieved by combining 
online monitoring of NFV service chains along with historical data and offline 
profiling. 
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1.4 Goal 
In this project we will design, implement, and evaluate machine learning 

techniques to predict traffic workloads for NFV service chains. Today’s NFV 
controllers are reactive; in this project we will study the potential effectiveness of a 
proactive NFV controller. Our objective is to work with industrial-grade controllers 
(e.g., ONOS [2]). We aim to extend such a controller with a workload prediction 
module.  

1.5 Methodology 
In order to understand the correlation between workload types and prediction 

techniques, we will be conducting a quantitative experimental research. Network traces 
from production networks will be replayed in our environment, in an effort to expose 
our models to real-world conditions. More details regarding our Lab environment as 
well as the experiment as a whole can be found in section 3. 

1.6 Delimitations  
We will be using three different network traces, provided by CAIDA [33], to 

evaluate the accuracy of our predictors. Although different, these traces may exhibit 
statistical similarities, providing less insight than we would have hoped. This is one of 
the reasons why we developed the synthetic_trace library, as discussed in section 6. 

In addition, this project only compares the predictors based on their accuracy. 
However, another important aspect is the computational complexity of each predictor. 
For example, the Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) is substantially 
more CPU intensive than the Simple Moving Average (SMA). It might be cheaper for 
an ISP to run a simple predictor, even if that leads to overprovisioning, rather than 
spend too many CPU cycles on a complex predictor. 

1.7 Outline 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related research 

papers in the areas of SDN and NFV, as well as techniques for workload classification 
and prediction using machine learning. Section 2 also highlights the contributions and 
shortcomings of each scientific paper and addresses its relevance to our problem at 
hand. Section 3 presents several workload prediction schemes for NFV service chains. 
Section 4 describes the implementation details of the schemes introduced in Section 3, 
while Section 5 presents their evaluation. Finally, Section 6 concludes this thesis and 
highlights reflections and future work. 
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2 Related Work 

In this section we study the literature, focusing on three related areas. In Section 
2.1 we discuss the major advancements in SDN. Section 2.2 presents the latest research 
efforts in NFV since 2009, while Section 2.3 discusses networked systems that utilize 
machine learning techniques to make management decisions. 

2.1 SDN 
In 2008, McKeown et al. [1] highlighted the problem of networks being unable 

to facilitate the testing and experimentation of new protocols which, in turn, hindered 
innovation in this field. There are two challenges behind this problem: first, network 
administrators are reluctant to allow both experiment and production traffic in the 
network as it might potentially result in lack of resources and problems in traffic 
isolation experimental and production traffic. Second, network infrastructure had very 
limited programmability in 2008; commercial switches did not expose all their internal 
capabilities to network managers, neither did they expose a common external API. At 
the same time, open software platforms did not offer attractive solutions due to low 
performance and/or low port density. McKeown et al. argue that most modern Ethernet 
switches have a common set of characteristics; they contain flow tables, typically built 
using ternary content-addressable memories (TCAM), forward packets, and collect 
statistics. By specifying a standard interface, using the OpenFlow protocol, through 
which entries in the flow table can be externally defined by a controller, researchers can 
program any OF-enabled switch without the need for the switch manufacturer to expose 
the internal details of the hardware. Although a switch equipped with the proposed OF 
version (i.e., OpenFlow 1.0) is not fully programmable, this is a good compromise and 
more functionality could be added over time. OpenFlow switches provide traffic 
isolation either by handling production packets through the switch’s normal (legacy) 
processing pipeline or using traditional VLAN tagging. OpenFlow switches process 
traffic by (i) matching a set of header field values on the incoming packets and (ii) 
performing a certain (set of) action(s) per packet (e.g., forward to a certain port or drop). 
However, certain NFs, such as a deep packet inspection (DPI) system or an intrusion 
detection system (IDS), require visibility deeper in the packets’ content as well as 
knowledge of the operating state and characteristics of network connections traversing 
it. Such a functionality is not currently supported by OpenFlow, hence traffic heading 
to such NFs needs to be forwarded to and processed by the controller at the cost of 
lower performance (i.e., increased latency), which is not realistic for production 
environments. 

Berde et al. [2] argue that a network operating system (NOS) provides high-level 
abstractions and APIs that simplify the creation of new network applications by hiding 
low-level hardware details. However, a NOS will only replace the expensive 
proprietary hardware (and firmware) seen in today’s service provider networks as long 
as it meets their tight performance requirements. To build a NOS with high throughput 
(e.g., number of installed flows per second), low event-processing latency, ability to 
collect and consistently store global network state, while offering high availability is a 
hard problem to solve. Berde et al. developed ONOS, an open source and distributed 
NOS. ONOS is distributed in order to enable high availability and horizontal scaling. 
This is possible by maintaining a logically centralized global network state which is 
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accessible by ONOS applications through the ONOS network view API. Specifically, 
ONOS represents the network structure using a graph model that consists of vertices 
where each vertex corresponds to a data object (e.g., port, flow entry, etc.) and edges 
where each edge corresponds to a link. ONOS also notifies applications about events 
affecting the network or the controller itself and provides them with a system to set up 
forwarding paths. The underlying network structure is stored in a distributed persistent 
storage (i.e., RAMCloud) with high performance read/write operations (15-30 us). 
ONOS reduces event-processing latency by introducing an optimized data model and 
serialization. The key benefits of ONOS are as follows: ONOS (i) is open source and 
(ii) offers high availability and scaling capabilities. With regards to performance, the 
ONOS prototype 2 achieves low event- processing latency at the level of 0.099 ms per 
event (e.g., adding a switch) but achieves low throughput at the level of 18832 
requests/sec. The authors argued that their current design did not utilize parallelism 
which would be explored in future work. ONOS prototype 2 was limited to managing 
OpenFlow switches and we need an SDN controller with a variety of southbound APIs. 
Fortunately, since its original inception, additional protocol support has been added to 
ONOS, which can now communicate with data plane elements using OpenFlow, 
NETCONF, SNMP, OVSDB and recently P4 [3]. This service is provided by its 
Providers feature which are standalone ONOS applications based on OSGi components 
that can be dynamically activated (and deactivated) at run-time. 

Discussion: As we’ve discussed in the previous paragraphs, SDN’s innovation 
in decoupling the control and forwarding data plane was an important milestone. 
However, OpenFlow-enabled switches are not able to match arbitrary packet header 
fields or perform deep packet inspection, both of which are necessary for e.g. a security 
middlebox such as an intrusion detection system (IDS). Moreover, an OpenFlow switch 
is not able to maintain state information for the connections traversing it, which is what 
a traditional stateful firewall needs to do. This led to the emergence (i) of network 
function virtualization (NFV) in 2009, which realizes middlebox functionality on 
commodity off-the-shelf servers and later (ii) a stateful and target independent variant 
of OpenFlow called P4 [3]. In the following paragraph we discuss P4, while in Section 
2.2 we provide a research overview in   NFV during the last 9 years. 

To overcome the limitations of OpenFlow mentioned above, Bosshart et al. 
introduced P4 [3]. P4 allows developers to represent packet processing pipelines using 
a platform-independent abstract model. It’s then up to the compiler to turn this model 
into a target-dependent program that will configure a specific device (e.g., a switch), 
while taking into account its capabilities. Target manufacturers are expected to provide 
an architecture definition and a P4 compiler for that target [25]. P4 can match arbitrary 
header fields as its packet parser is not tied to a specific network protocol; to do so, 
the programmer needs to express the acceptable packet format by declaring an ordered 
list of field names and their respective width. Moreover, the programmer uses a 
collection of predefined primitive actions (e.g., pop a header) to express complicated 
processing actions for matching packets. P4 also augments traditional flow table 
functionally; Similar to OpenFlow tables, P4 tables can be used to implement routing 
tables, access-control lists, and other user-defined table types. In addition to OpenFlow, 
P4 introduces additional constructs to encapsulate state (e.g., counters, meters, and 
registers), which can be associated with a flow to track frame-to-frame state (for stateful 
pipelines). The authors argue that P4 achieves a good tradeoff between expressiveness 
and ease of implementation across a wide range of hardware and software switches. 
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The authors highlight that Click [4] is extremely expressive but does not mirror the 
parse-match-action pipelines in dedicated hardware. On the other hand, P4 provides 
substantial flexibility, compared to state-of-the-art packet-processing systems (e.g., 
based on writing microcode on top of custom hardware) by making packet-processing 
policies expressible as programs. 

2.2 NFV 

2.2.1 NF virtualization in commodity HW 
Kohler et al. [4] highlight the need for open and extensible router architectures. 

They argue that legacy router design is closed and inflexible as it does not provide the 
necessary software interfaces (in the packet forwarding path) for third-party developers 
to introduce new functionality. To overcome these limitations, Kohler et al. propose 
Click, a flexible and modular software architecture. Click uses a number of simplistic 
and potentially state-aware processing elements (e.g., check IP header) and connects 
them into a directed graph to form a complex router function such as IP Routing. Click 
handles packet transfers between elements, provides elements with flow-based global 
information and handles configuration changes during runtime (e.g., addition of new 
elements). While developers can create new and reusable compound elements by 
combining existing primitive elements (e.g., Queue and Shaper), they can also code 
new elements from scratch. Click runs as a Linux kernel thread and schedules the 
elements' access to the CPU. However, Linux's interrupt structure has been replaced 
with network device polling in order to eliminate receive livelock and consequently 
improve packet forwarding rate. The authors evaluated that Click's modular design does 
not impose significant performance overhead. Specifically, transferring a packet 
between two elements takes roughly 70 nanosecs which adds up to about 1 microsec of 
overhead for an IP router consisting of 16 elements. This overhead is avoidable by 
compacting functionality in fewer elements which effectively reduces the virtual 
function calls. Similarly, using elements with unnecessarily general code imposes a 
relatively small per-packet overhead (e.g., 4% for the Classifier element) which can 
also be reduced by composing application-specific elements. 

Dobrescu et al. [5] argue that network service providers are in need of a solution 
that could cover the need for arbitrary packet-processing without having to bear the cost 
of specialized middleboxes. Unfortunately, high-end commercial routers traditionally 
rely on closed proprietary hardware, whereas software routers, although programmable, 
have low throughput due to the bottleneck in the shared bus connecting the CPUs with 
the memory subsystem. Moreover, the typical approach to use a single commodity 
server as a router does not scale to meet the high-bandwidth requirements of network 
service providers. Dobrescu et al. argue that parallelism is required both across servers 
as well as within a server (i.e., across its CPU cores) in order for a software-based router 
to achieve high throughput. To this end, the authors introduced RouteBricks; a 
parallelized software router built on a server cluster, where each server uses 1-2 external 
ports for client traffic, whereas the remaining ports are used as interconnects to the 
cluster. Within a single server, NICs with multiple queues are used to enable parallelism 
across CPU cores (i.e., each core reading/writing packets from/to a specific queue). 
Also, batch processing of packets is used to reduce the per-packet overhead of reading 
and updating buffers. The authors demonstrated that the RouteBricks architecture, 
using the new Intel Nehalem hardware architecture, had substantially higher throughput 
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compared to other software routers at the time, with CPU performance being the only 
bottleneck. An interesting observation made by the authors is that the per-packet load 
on the system is constant with increasing input packet rate, which makes it possible to 
predict the system’s behavior at higher rates. RouteBricks does demonstrate how server 
clustering, multi-core processors, and modern NICs enable high performance and 
scalability through parallelism. However, RouteBricks does not address elasticity (i.e., 
scaling across servers) and power requirements of the server cluster, which are concerns 
for production deployments. 

In 2015, Barbette et al. [6] stated that the Linux kernel’s network stack is too slow 
for high performance (e.g., 10 Gbps) packet forwarding because receive/transmit data 
has to be copied from kernel to user-space buffers (and the reverse) in order to be used 
by applications. Several user-space I/O frameworks have been developed in order to 
tackle the aforementioned problem, all of them supporting features, such as zero-copy 
I/O, kernel bypass, I/O batching, and hardware multiqueues. Barbette et al. describe 
how the vanilla Click [4] modular router cannot fully benefit from these new features, 
hence they propose a fast user-space packet processor, called FastClick, which 
improves the vanilla Click, while integrating it with both DPDK [26] and Netmap [27] 
user-space I/O frameworks. FastClick will only reschedule a Click task (e.g., 
CheckIPHeader) if a full I/O burst is available, thus taking advantage of I/O batching. 
Barbette et al. proposed an optimized execution model, called run-to-completion, that 
leverages a single thread (on a single core) pushing all input packets to an output port, 
without queueing them internally, resulting in reduced overhead. Conversely, the 
vanilla Click implementation uses one thread that passes all packets from an input 
device into a FIFO queue until an output element is ready to pull packets out of the 
queue, using another thread. The vanilla design has the advantage of a queue (i.e. 
pushing packets only when there is available space) but (i) adds synchronization 
overheads due to multithreading and (ii) results in performance degradation if the two 
threads are executed on different CPU cores due to cache misses. Regarding zero-copy 
optimization, Netmap and DPDK have the ability to swap buffers from the receive and 
transmit rings, essentially never copying the buffer. Apart from I/O batching, 
computational batching is realized by forcing each Click element to process an entire 
batch of packets before pushing it downstream. FastClick offers several performance 
improvements when compared to the vanilla Click implementation or other Click 
enhancements/modifications (e.g. DoubleClick and SNAP). 
 

2.2.2 Service Chain orchestration and performance optimizations 
Anwer et al. [7] argue that current NFV implementations focus on realizing each 

traditional middlebox as a monolithic entity, which is not only difficult to deploy, scale, 
or migrate, but also expensive in terms of resources. In contrast, designing a middlebox 
as a collection of reusable modules introduces new challenges regarding the: (i) 
placement of these modules on the network topology, (ii) steering of traffic between 
the different modules (so that the service chain functionality is realized), and (iii) 
availability of a high-level programming framework for developers to express network-
wide policies. Answer et al. propose Slick, a high-level programming framework for 
NFs. Slick allows operators to implement each NF as a collection of lightweight 
elements, which can be deployed anywhere in the network. The Slick run-time takes 
cares of element placement as well as traffic steering between elements, based on 
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hardware resources, network bandwidth, and service chain latency. In detail, Slick uses 
an inflation heuristic to reduce the overall network bandwidth required to support 
element sequences and a consolidation heuristic to reduce both the utilization on 
individual links and the number of machines required to host element instances. The 
authors evaluated Slick on enterprise and datacenter network topologies and compared 
it against (i) the random placement and steering algorithm and (ii) the optimal 
placement algorithm which assumes that all elements are placed at all locations and that 
each node has infinite capacity, thus eliminating the need for placement and steering. 
They demonstrate that Slick’s heuristics can achieve near-optimal network bandwidth 
utilization on many topologies, while always outperforming the random algorithm. 
Slick’s link-utilization is also comparable to the link utilization achieved by the optimal 
algorithm. A strong benefit of Slick is that it takes care of the NFs’ deployment and 
traffic steering, thus simplifying a network operator’s management procedures. 
However, both the topology size and number of elements in a service chain have a 
profound effect on the cost of placement as time for placement is linear as a function 
of network size and time element instantiation is linear as a function of element chain 
size. 

Palkar et al. [8] argue that NFV has only focused on virtualizing monolithic NFs, 
instead of solving the key issues of network-wide NF orchestration, scaling, fault-
tolerance, monitoring, management etc. The absence of an open software environment 
that solves these common ‘systems’ issues forces NF developers to invent their own 
solution, each and every time. Moreover, network operators cannot efficiently monitor 
and manage NFs as each has its unique, often proprietary, interface. To address these 
issues, Palkar et al. propose the Elastic Edge (E2) framework. E2 provides a declarative 
interface through which an SDN controller can send high-level packet-processing 
policies to E2 servers. The E2 control plane is responsible for the placement, 
interconnection, and scaling of NFs (or NF chains) within a cluster of servers. E2 
maximizes cluster-wide throughput by deploying NFs in a way that inter-server traffic 
is minimized. Each physical server has a software switch (based on SoftNIC) to 
forward, monitor, load-balance, tunnel etc. traffic across its overlay virtual NFs. I/O 
optimizations, such as zero-copy, TCP bytestream reconstruction, and per-packet 
metadata tags increase throughput and lower computation costs of service chains. E2 
offers a different design paradigm by utilizing SoftNIC to provide arbitrary processing 
capabilities for its data plane, compared to other implementations of software-based 
OpenFlow switches which offer limited features. This fact simplified service chain 
design. Moreover, the novel migration avoidance strategy proposed by E2 simplified 
also scaling, only incurring a minimum and temporary performance cost. 
Unfortunately, the E2 control plane scales NFs based on run-time information, thus E2 
cannot be used as is to solve the problem identified by this thesis. 

Bremler-Barr et al. [9] highlight that middleboxes have traditionally been realized 
as expensive hardware devices with proprietary software. While advances in NF 
virtualization have allowed on-demand scaling and provisioning, there is still no 
framework for ubiquitous NF management. Moreover, many NFs in a service chain 
share common features (e.g. header classification) yet they implement those features 
independently. Current SDN solutions are only focused on packet forwarding (e.g. 
OpenFlow switches) and there is no general framework for software-defined NFs to 
enable decoupling of control and data planes. To solve these problems, Bremler-Barr 
et al. present OpenBox; a framework that consists of programmable data plane elements 
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(software or hardware-based) which are deployed, configured, and managed by a 
logically centralized controller, using a novel communication protocol. The controller 
requests run-time information from the data plane and scales packet processing 
accordingly. Moreover, OpenBox breaks down traditional monolithic middleboxes into 
common packet-processing functions (e.g. header-based classification) which can help 
merge/consolidate packet processing in a service chain, effectively making it shorter 
and thus reducing latency. Compared to state-of-the-art research efforts in NFV, 
OpenBox manages to reduce latency and increase throughput of service chains by 
leveraging its packet classification merging algorithm. However, OpenBox as-is is a 
reactive NFV controller i.e. reacts according to run-time monitoring information which 
does not solve our problem. 

Zhang et al. [10] argue that existing NFV platforms lack the granularity of per-
flow processing. This prevents flexible per-flow steering and performance 
management. Customer traffic is typically aggregated and forwarded through an NFV 
service chain consisting of monolithic NFs. This aggregation prevents the deployment 
of distinct processing pipelines per customer flow, thus hindering flow-level isolation 
and scheduling. Zhang et al. designed and implemented Flurries, a scalable NFV 
platform that enables per-flow NFV processing by spawning container-based NFs on a 
per-flow basis. Unlike typical containers, Flurries uses a shared memory region to 
enable zero-copy I/O between containers within the same physical server. In order to 
accommodate hundreds of NFs sharing the same CPU core, an interrupt-based packet 
processing model (similar to netmap) is used to schedule multiple NFs running on the 
same CPU core. In addition, an adaptive NF “wakeup” algorithm is introduced in order 
to avoid large overhead of frequent context switches, while also preventing flow 
processing from starvation. Because interrupt-based packet I/O cannot scale to high 
throughput environments, a dedicated CPU core is assigned for NIC polling, enabling 
fast network I/O. Flurries provides substantial improvements in throughput and latency 
of NF service chains, deployed on the same physical server. This is achieved due to its 
novel hybrid polling-interrupt processing as well as its per-flow priority and scheduling. 
The authors acknowledge that adaptive wakeups, flow prioritization, and scheduling 
are not enough to provide strict performance guarantees, especially for service chains. 
Therefore, a follow-up work called NFVnice [15] studies how monitoring data from 
multiple NFs in a service chain can be used to automatically adapt priorities, 
thus attempting to meet target SLOs. Below, we discuss NFVnice in detail. 

Katsikas et al. [11] describe that I/O performance of software-based packet 
processing has been improved by customizing operating systems and network drivers. 
However, performance issues still exist when several monolithic NFs are chained 
together. These performance issues are related to the redundant packet manipulation 
operations that reside in current service chains. For example, several NFs in a service 
chain might be reading or writing the same packet header field. Moreover, deploying 
NFs as individual software processes causes multiple unnecessary network I/O 
operations throughout a service chain. Service chains also tend to waste resources for 
packets which will eventually be discarded later by an e.g., a firewall NF. Katsikas et 
al. present SNF; an approach that aims to deliver high speed processing pipelines for 
single-server deployments by eliminating redundancy along a service chain. In detail, 
a service chain synthesized by SNF automatically (i) maps ingress packets to traffic 
classes and (ii) applies all necessary synthesized NF modifications, in a single-read-
single-write fashion, to each traffic class; both operations are highly parallelized at 
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different CPU cores, thus achieving high performance. In order to construct the 
synthesized NF of a service chain, a human operator inputs (i) the service chain 
specification and (ii) each NF’s directed acyclic graph (DAG) to SNF, which first 
computes the DAG of interconnected NFs (i.e., a service chain-level DAG). Then, SNF 
synthesizes this DAG, while also taking care of stateful operations. SNF synthesizes 
stateful chains to achieve high throughput and low latency, while outperforming the 
FastClick state of the art NFV framework.  

Katsikas et al. [12] state that user-space NFV service chains, using commodity 
operating systems (e.g., Linux) and network drivers, exhibit low performance. They 
argue that there is no prior work aimed at analyzing an NFV system’s run-time state, 
thus Katsikas et al. designed and implemented SCC, a system that profiles and 
quantitatively assesses the performance of NFV service chains. SCC assists network 
operators in the effort of identifying which elements of a service chain contribute to 
performance bottlenecks (i.e., increased latency). Retrieving hardware counters and 
events is a challenging issue as the available tools are not only vendor-specific but also 
vary between different hardware architectures from the same vendor. Moreover, third 
party tools need to be integrated in order to interact with the operating system (OS). 
Katsikas et al. emphasize on automatically detecting the performance problems of 
commodity NFV service chains. To do so, they developed an NFV profiler that interacts 
with the underlying hardware and OS, in an offline fashion, in order to collect 
monitoring data (e.g. context switches, CPU migrations, system call time, cache 
latencies, etc.). Then, this data is used to calculate the total per-packet latency incurred 
by an NFV service chain. With this information available, a human administrator can 
improve the performance of the NFV deployment by fixing the identified bottlenecks. 
The authors identified and proposed two fixes: (i) tuning the number of multiplexed 
system calls (i.e. batches of packets per system call) results in fewer context switches, 
thus more efficient CPU utilization and (ii) modifying the scheduling scheme, priority, 
and time quanta of the NFs of a service chain results in reduced cache pollution. The 
combined application of these accelerations substantially decreases the end-to-end 
latency and jitter for user-space NFV service chains based on native network drivers. 
These techniques could be immediately adopted by cloud providers, who have been 
reluctant in utilizing custom OS and I/O drivers. SCC can be used to fine-tune the 
configuration of an NFV service chain before it’s deployed to production. 

Sun et al. [13] describe that software-based NFV induces performance overhead. 
For example, a sequential service chain of virtual NFs may increase latency to 
unacceptable levels for a critical real-time application, such as stock trading. Although 
there have been advancements in individual NF acceleration (e.g. offload to 
programmable hardware) or packet delivery acceleration (e.g. DPDK framework), the 
latency of a sequential service chain may still grow linearly with the length of the chain. 
Sun et al. propose the parallelism of NFs that share no dependencies as it would reduce 
the service chain length and thereby decrease the induced latency. In detail, the NFP 
orchestrator identifies dependencies among different NFs, based on their operations 
(i.e., read, write, or drop) and automatically compiles operators’ policies into high 
performance packet processing graphs with parallel NFs. For example, two NFs that 
simply read different header fields of a packet can be parallelized in order to reduce the 
service chain length. Since parallelism implies that a copy of the original packet will be 
sent to each NF, the authors have addressed concerns related to resource overhead by 
header-only copying (e.g., fixed 64 bytes for a TCP packet) and operating on the same 
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packet (“Dirty Memory Reusing”). NFP demonstrates marginally higher performance 
on sequential service chains when compared with state-of-the-art solutions, such as 
OpenNetVM, but clearly outperforms OpenNetVM when parallelism is possible. In 
fact, the higher the degree of parallelism and NF complexity (e.g. VPN IPSec NF), the 
larger the latency decrease of NFP compared to OpenNetVM. The authors acknowledge 
that future work is needed to improve the policy specification scheme and resolve 
conflicts during micrograph merging. Moreover, there is currently no provisioning for 
horizontal scaling as all NFP infrastructure is virtualized within a single server which 
is a limitation. 

Zave et al. [14] describe that current research proposals for NFV service chaining 
employ a centralized controller that realizes high-level policies by installing fine-
grained forwarding rules in network elements in order to steer traffic through the right 
sequence of middleboxes. Service chaining by forwarding has several weaknesses, such 
as (i) reliance on controller performance (speed) to route individual sessions, (ii) 
scalability concerns as it stores ever-growing network state, (iii) difficulty maintaining 
session affinity, and (iv) is limited to an administration domain. Existing mechanisms to 
solve some of these problems (e.g. reduce state information, maintain session affinity, 
etc) add complexity to the design, while other issues, such as inter-domain forwarding 
have not been addressed yet. Zave et al. suggest that session protocols, as opposed to 
SDN fine-grained forwarding (i.e., Slick, E2, and OpenBox), might be a better 
mechanism for service chaining. To this end, Zave et al. propose Dysco; a session 
protocol for NFV service chaining with dynamic reconfiguration i.e. with the capability 
to add or remove middleboxes in a chain mid-session, while a host’s session is still 
ongoing. Architecturally, the high-level network policies are determined by a policy 
server that, unlike an SDN controller, has no involvement in individual sessions. Each 
host (end-client or middlebox) in a service chain runs a kernel module called Dysco 
agent, which is responsible for establishing (and reconfiguring) service chains by 
creating (and modifying) hop-by-hop subsessions, while maintaining minimum state 
information. Dynamic reconfiguration requires control signaling which is implemented 
out-of-band. The authors compared Dysco with a baseline scenario where middle boxes 
are inserted by IP Routing. They demonstrated that Dysco achieves comparable 
performance (latency and goodput) while imposing negligible overhead (i.e, at the level 
of 0.5% additional latency in the worst case). Moreover, Dysco is highly scalable due 
to its distributed design and offers dynamic reconfiguration with no to minimal service 
disruption. The Dysco architecture is superior to other session protocols which lack the 
ability for dynamic reconfiguration and might introduce additional requirements (e.g. 
modifications to end-hosts and middleboxes). While Dysco does not improve service 
chain performance compared to the baseline, it offers an alternative design to the 
predominant SDN-based traffic steering. A Dysco limitation is that it’s only applicable 
to realize TCP-based service chains. 

Kulkarni et al. [15] state that creating an NFV service chain with container-based 
NFs, densely deployed on a commercial off-the-shelf server, can lead to performance 
degradation due to inefficient management of system resources. This is because the OS 
scheduler does not know a-priori the capacity and/or processing requirements of each 
NF in order to ensure fairness. Moreover, existing systems cannot make scheduling 
decisions that account for service chain-level information, which leads to bottleneck 
NFs dropping packets that have already been processed by upstream NFs, effectively 
wasting system resources. Kulkarni et al. propose NFVnice, an NFV management 
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framework, that (i) provides fairness proportional to NFs running on shared CPUs and 
(ii) employs backpressure to minimize resource waste due to bottlenecks in service 
chains. NFVnice monitors each NF to estimate its CPU requirements and calculate its 
packet arrival rate. If a receive-side queue of an NF reaches its maximum capacity, 
NFVnice detects the service-chain to which this NF belongs to and instructs the 
upstream NFs of this service chain to start dropping packets (i.e., backpressure). If a 
service chain spans across several physical hosts, NFVnice uses the ECN bits in TCP 
flows to throttle transmission rates end-to-end. Service chains scheduled by NFVnice 
can maintain high throughput due to their scheduler weights being dynamically 
adjusted, while back pressure mechanisms minimize wasted CPU cycles. Moreover, 
NFVnice is able to factor in scheduling priorities, providing different QoS per NF. 
NFVnice’s monitoring thread gathers run-time performance metrics which allows 
NFVnice to adjust scheduling weights and apply back pressure. However, NFVnice 
does not consider other parameters, such as I/O batch size, which could also be 
reconfigured to improve NF performance. 

Katsikas et al. [16] argue that state of the art NFV platforms cannot achieve high 
performance NFV service chaining using commodity hardware because of costly inter-
core transfers among the service chain’s elements (i.e., reception, transmission, and 
processing elements). This problem appears in all three NFV processing models being 
used so far, namely the (i) software-based traffic dispatching, (ii) hardware-assisted 
pipeline dispatching, and (iii) rule or hash-based dispatching. The authors state that 
reducing the number of inter-core transfers per packet is challenging, no matter which 
of the above processing models is employed, as none of these models guarantee that a 
NIC will handover a packet to the correct core for processing. Katsikas et al. propose 
Metron, an NFV platform that improves the performance of an NFV service chain by 
(i) offloading its stateless operations to commodity hardware switches (e.g., Openflow) 
and (ii) performing its stateful operations on commodity servers, while (iii) ensuring 
that the traffic is routed to the correct CPU core, effectively eliminating inter-core 
communication. The latter is achieved by Metron’s tagging module which instructs 
available programmable switches to tag incoming traffic such that a server’s NIC can 
dispatch it to a desired CPU core. With regards to scaling, Metron reacts to a traffic 
load increase by splitting a group of traffic classes into two subgroups as well as 
updating the routing scheme so that one new subgroup is now processed by a new CPU 
core. Similarly, Metron reacts to traffic load decrease by merging groups that exhibit 
low CPU utilization. Metron is the first work to offload the stateless operations of an 
NFV service chain to commodity OF switches as well as use tag-based hardware 
dispatching to deliver packets to the correct server CPU cores for stateful processing. 
Metron is a reactive controller and as such might not immediately adapt to certain and 
sudden traffic spikes. The Metron controller checks the load of the servers every 500 
ms, hence this communication delay might potentially affect flow latency during a 
reconfiguration. 

 

2.3 Workload Classification and Prediction 
Vasić et al. [17] argue that accurate resource management in virtualized 

environments (e.g. Cloud Service Provider facilities) is a difficult task as over-
provisioning is translated into wasted revenue (idle hardware is costly), whereas under-
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provisioning may cause SLO violations. Resource managers have traditionally used 
analytical modelling or run-time experimenting to evaluate resource allocation. 
However, both approaches take time, causing the service to potentially run with sub-
optimal configuration (i.e., incorrect amount of resources) for a while. To make things 
worse, the workload of certain applications changes over time, requiring re-evaluation 
and re-configuration of the resource allocation procedure. Vasić et al. propose DejaVu, 
a system that caches and reuses the results of previous resource allocation decisions. 
Specifically, DejaVu monitors the service for a certain period of time (e.g. a day), 
collecting low level metrics (e.g., floating point operations per second) and identifying 
workload signatures. Then it leverages the k-Means clustering technique to produce a 
set of workload classes. For each workload class, it determines an efficient resource 
allocation such that the application meets its SLO; interference by other tenants is also 
factored in this decision. DejaVu adjusts to workload changes in the order of 10 seconds 
for cache hits (i.e. predictions with high certainty level). In contrast, when repeated 
cache misses (i.e. predictions with low certainty level) occur, the current clustering is 
no longer applicable as the workload has substantially changed, therefore clustering has 
to be repeated. In either case, DejaVu allocates full capacity during re-configuration in 
order to meet the target SLOs. Moreover, DejaVu is limited to request-response Internet 
workloads. The authors demonstrate that DejaVu adapts to workload changes more than 
10 times faster compared to existing implementations. Its resource allocation 
mechanism yields savings of 35-60% compared to provisioning full capacity, by 
automatically scaling the deployment horizontally or vertically. However, DejaVu is 
unlikely to work in the context of NFV service chains because (i) frequent workload 
changes will render existing clustering unsuitable, (ii) cache hits will still cause a long 
re-configuration time (approximately 10 seconds), and (iii) application of DejaVu to 
other types of workloads has not been evaluated. 

Lin et al. [18] highlight the lack of best practices and a common architecture for 
predictive analytics on Hadoop-based big data applications. Twitter analytics utilizes 
Apache Pig, a high-level dataflow language which compiles into physical plans that are 
executed on Hadoop. Incorporating existing third-party machine learning toolkits in Pig 
has been challenging as these toolkits are designed for execution on a single machine, 
rather than a cluster, which dictates downsampling. This defeats the purpose of working 
with big data. Moreover, workflow management tools cannot coordinate Pig and 
machine learning jobs, introducing unnecessary complexity in error reporting, 
monitoring and fault handling. Lin et al. highlight that stochastic gradient descent 
(SGD) and ensemble methods are suitable for large-scale machine learning. For 
applications involving text (e.g., Twitter), online learning algorithms, such as (e.g., 
SGD for logistic regression) lead to better classification accuracy and faster 
convergence, compared to support vector machines (SVMs). Ensemble methods allow 
to parallelize training, by combining evidence from individual classifier instances to 
produce a final prediction. The authors developed extensions to Apache Pig that allow 
seamless integration of these machine learning capabilities into their production 
analytics platform. The authors acknowledge that this paper does not present any 
fundamental contributions to machine learning, however it does demonstrate how to 
integrate existing machine learning tools in a production-level analytics environment. 
The obtained results confirm that ensembles are more accurate and take shorter to train, 
compared to SGD, while the learned models take longer to apply as running time 
increases with the size of the ensemble. Unfortunately, both machine learning 
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techniques demonstrated questionable accuracy on a binary classification task (i.e, 
between 77-81%), while requiring a large amount of training data (1, 10 or 100 million 
data samples). In our project we opt from efficient traffic prediction mechanisms; our 
problem is different from the problem tackled by this work because (i) high prediction 
accuracy (i.e. greater than 95%) is required, without necessarily a massive amount of 
training data and (ii) classification of new requires finer time granularity than this work 
can offer (i.e., in the order of an hour).  

Gandhi et al. [19] argue that cloud service providers maintain an excessive 
number of servers “always on” in order to guarantee SLAs to their users. However, 
most of these servers are idle due to low server utilization, leading to wasted energy. 
Effectively managing servers’ power consumption is challenging as physical servers 
take a handful of minutes to boot, during which they consume peak power. Moreover, 
the setup cost of VMs adds additional delay depending on the VM source (local or 
remote storage). Cortez et al. introduce AutoScale, a platform that automatically turns 
off or repurposes stateless application servers in order to save power and reduce 
operating costs. In detail, AutoScale infers the system load by monitoring the number 
of requests in the system, while taking into account a few static parameters (e.g., server 
idle time, packing factor, etc.). These parameters are cluster-specific, do not change 
during run-time and are derived by testing the cluster with real-world traces for 2 hours. 
AutoScale reacts to an increase in the number of requests in the system by scaling out 
the number of VMs, while over-provisioning capacity to handle unpredictable bursts of 
requests (thus meeting application SLA). Its job scheduler tends to concentrate jobs on 
servers such that unutilized servers will naturally “time out”. Existing reactive and 
proactive approaches cannot handle sudden increases in request rate, with 95% of the 
observed response times exceeding 1 minute. On the contrary, Autoscale consistently 
meets response time SLAs, with 95th percentile below 1 second. AutoScale is not 
directly applicable to NFV systems because: it (i) is only suitable for stateless 
applications, (ii) requires 2 hours of offline training on sample traces which does not 
work well when different types of work appear in the system, and (iii) assumes a 
homogeneous pool of servers which rarely happens in large networks. In contrast, an 
NFV service chain might consist of heterogeneous NFs which often are stateful and 
might be deployed on heterogeneous hardware. 

Nguyen et al. [20] describe that it is difficult for Cloud Providers to decide when 
and by how much to increase (or decrease) the resources allocated to an application, 
while taking into account the dynamically-changing application workloads and 
applications’ SLOs. IaaS cloud providers have no detailed knowledge of the overlay 
applications nor do they know their future resource demands. Moreover, resource 
scaling takes time; for example, booting up new VMs and steering traffic to them takes 
2-4 minutes. Nguyen et al. propose AGILE, a resource scaling system for Cloud 
Providers. AGILE uses wavelet transforms in order to accurately predict the needed 
resources for the next 2 minutes. This information is then used to map the application's 
SLO violation target (e.g. less than 5%) into a resource pressure (i.e., the ratio of 
resource usage to allocate) that needs to be maintained. Since the resource pressure 
model is both application-specific and workload depended, AGILE generates the model 
dynamically at run-time with an application-agnostic scheme that uses online profiling 
and curve fitting. If overload is predicted, it scales out the server pool by instantiating 
new servers from an already running VM (pre-copy live cloning). It also dynamically 
copies dirty memory pages from the source VM to a new VM, without stopping the 
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source VM. Copying is performed while ignoring transient overload states that will be 
gone before the clone is even ready for operation. Unlike previous work, AGILE is a 
prediction-driven system that scales out the server cluster before SLO violation occurs, 
without the need of any application-specific information. This is achieved by providing 
medium-term predictions as well as optimizing server cloning. An interesting feature 
of AGILE is its ability to adapt to workload changes, which is particularly beneficial 
for applications with distinct phases of operation. Notably, training a new resource 
pressure model online takes 10 to 20 minutes, which is why AGILE maintains a set of 
models and dynamically selects the best model for the current workload. We plan to 
study AGILE’s wavelet transformations in order to assess whether this technique could 
provide satisfactory prediction accuracy when applied to the problem of this thesis 
(predicting the workload of NFV service chains). 

Delimitrou et al. [21] describe that it is difficult to optimize resource allocation 
and scheduling of applications in a large-scale datacenter in order to simultaneously 
achieve fast execution and resource efficiency. The problem is challenging as the 
datacenter operator has no prior knowledge of the customer workload characteristics 
and also the customer workloads are inherently different in terms of resource and 
performance requirements. Moreover, one has to take into consideration the fact that a 
datacenter has high platform heterogeneity (i.e. many different VM configurations) and 
interference between co-located tenants, both of which affect performance. Delimitrou 
et al. propose Paragon, an online and scalable application scheduler for datacenters 
which is both heterogeneity and interference-aware. Paragon uses collaborative 
filtering to identify how well an incoming application will run on different hardware 
platforms, understand how sensitive it is to a given amount of server load, as well as 
what interference it will cause on that load (i.e. co-located running applications). Once 
this classification has occurred, the Paragon scheduler assigns the application to a 
server, while attempting to minimize interference and increase server utilization. 
Finally, Paragon conducts run-time performance monitoring to detect potential changes 
in application workload and either avoid scheduling additional workloads on the same 
server to prevent load saturation or migrate the current application to another server in 
order to reduce the number of running servers. The authors demonstrate that Paragon 
substantially outperforms the least-load, heterogeneity-oblivious and interference-
oblivious schedulers, in terms of preserving QoS while bounding performance 
degradation when QoS requirements cannot be met. This happens for two reasons; 
Paragon makes better assignment decisions both in terms of heterogeneity and 
interference but also recovers faster from workload changes. Paragon manages to 
classify a new application within 1 minute, however its methods for dealing with 
workload changes (i.e., VM/process migration) are too costly in terms of time. 
Moreover, Paragon does not take into account dependencies between applications 
and/or different scheduling priorities (e.g. for latency-critical applications). Therefore, 
Paragon cannot prioritize NFV service chains against other running processes in the 
system, which is a desired feature for our project. 

Venkataraman et al. [22] argue that running large-scale advanced analytics on the 
cloud is both storage and compute-intensive. They also argue that it’s critical to select 
the right type (in terms of CPU, memory, and storage) and number of VMs, in order to 
improve performance and minimize costs. Predicting applications’ performance under 
various VM configurations is hard. Basing the prediction on the performance observed 
during previous runs is not accurate as the input data can greatly vary between runs and 
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some jobs have little to no relevant history. On the other hand, creating a detailed 
parametric model for complex parallel compute engines is also a very hard task. 
Venkataraman et al. highlight that advanced analytics workloads are typically 
numerically intensive, long-running, iterative and usually perform parallel operations 
on data cached in memory across a cluster. Given an analytics job, the authors propose 
Ernest; a system that builds a model to predict the execution time for any input size and 
number of machines, without utilizing any historical logs. Specifically, Ernest uses a 
non-negative least squares (NNLS) solver to find a model that best fits the training data. 
The cost and utility of the training data points collected is important for low-overhead 
prediction, hence the authors utilize optimal experiment design, a statistical technique 
that helps to determine the most useful data points for training. Lastly, a small portion 
of the data is used for cross-validation to ensure that the model generalizes well when 
different data points are given as input. Unlike previous work, Ernest does not require 
any historical information and in fact tries to minimize the number of training points 
required. Moreover, Ernest focuses on a few simple features (i.e., scale of training 
dataset and number of machines) and common communication patterns (e.g. all-to-one 
or collect), which are framework independent. Lastly, Ernest runs the entire analytics 
job on small training sets, instead of running a few initial tasks and trying to estimate 
the scale factors. Ernest works relatively well for analytics jobs. However, it treats the 
(analytics) jobs as black-boxes, so one would need to retrain the model when the job’s 
execution changes. This does not generalize for other types of workloads seen in ISP 
networks that do not share common characteristics with analytics jobs (e.g., iterative or 
long-running tasks). Moreover, NFV service chains have strict performance 
requirements and Ernest was not designed with this goal in mind. As demonstrated by 
the results, Ernest was designed to enable low-overhead predictions that can be used to 
make coarse-grained decisions. 

Alipourfard et al. [23] argue that the performance and commercial 
competitiveness of a distributed applications running on cloud infrastructure is 
dependent on the cloud configuration e.g. the number of VMs and their type (e.g., CPU, 
memory, etc.). Finding the optimal application configuration for given conditions is 
challenging as application performance under different cloud configurations is (i) not 
only affected by the application configuration itself but also (ii) other tenants sharing 
the same cloud infrastructure. Moreover, adding resources does not necessarily reduce 
an application’s running time in a linear way and one has to find the right balance 
between the amount of provided resources (and the respective cost) and running time. 
Alipourfard et al. propose Cherrypick, a platform that picks an optimal or near-optimal 
cloud configuration with low search cost, while requiring no application-specific 
knowledge. This is achieved by using Bayesian Optimization (BO), a framework to 
solve optimization problems. Users supply a representative application workload and 
its execution constraints (e.g. maximum run-time) and Cherrypick’s BO engine outputs 
the best possible configuration which minimizes a cost function, while considering the 
measured cloud infrastructure noise generated from other tenants. BO dynamically 
picks the next candidate configuration to examine, thus avoiding unnecessary 
exhaustive search, which greatly increases the numbers of trials, hence increasing the 
latency to compute an optimal or near-optimal cloud configuration. Cherrypick makes 
faster and better, in terms of application run-time and cost, cloud configuration 
decisions than alternative methods, such as coordinate descent and random search, 
while requiring a modest amount of training data. The authors also argue that existing 
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solution Ernest [22] trains a performance model with a small number of samples but it 
has poor adaptivity (i.e. bound to a particular job structure). They demonstrate that 
CherryPick can reduce the search time by 90% and search cost by 75% for SQL queries. 
Although Cherrypick is effective with recurring workloads (e.g. parsing daily logs), it’s 
sensitive to variation of workloads. Consequently, Cherrypick might result in low 
prediction accuracy if applied to an NFV system with high workload variability.  

Cortez et al. [24] highlight that cloud providers execute a wide variety of 
workloads on a common datacenter infrastructure and therefore sophisticated and 
scalable resource management is necessary in order to provide high performance, 
availability, and reliability. This problem is challenging for a number of reasons: (i) 
Workload inputs are unavailable during offline profiling until a VM actually runs in 
production. (ii) Similarly, online profiling is challenging, as it is hard to determine when 
an arbitrary VM workload has shown representative behavior (i.e., there is enough 
evidence to characterize this workload), (iii) Application-level performance monitoring 
might not be available as it needs support by the application itself to provide 
performance metrics, and (iv) VM migration is expensive, therefore it should be 
avoided when possible. Cortez et al. argue that VMs behave fairly consistently, over 
multiple lifetimes, when observed from the perspective of each cloud customer, so prior 
history may be an accurate predictor of the future behavior of the customers’ VMs. 
They developed Resource Central (RC), a system that collects VM telemetry data (e.g., 
average CPU utilization) and periodically learns VM behaviors using offline prediction 
models, such that RC can later provide online behavior predictions to various resource 
management systems (e.g, VM schedulers and health monitoring systems). RC is 
agnostic to specific machine learning approach (e.g., Random Forest or Extreme 
Gradient Boosting Tree) and allows data scientists to choose. The authors evaluate RC’s 
behavior predictions on the Azure VM scheduler (i.e. a scheduler that selects physical 
servers on which to place Microsoft Azure VMs), using two months of data for offline 
training and one month (i.e. the third month) of data for testing. Oversubscription using 
RC predictions yields higher server utilization compared to baseline (i.e., no 
oversubscription) or naive (i.e. oversubscription without RC’s predictions) approaches, 
while achieving a low number of failures. However, RC’s requirement for extensive 
history of user data to perform workload classification might not always be available, 
hence resulting in low prediction accuracy. 
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3 Methodology 

NFs report performance metrics e.g., the load of a network interface, periodically 
to a control plane application. Each metric is effectively a time series i.e. a set of 
observations of a variable taken at successive, equally spaced, points in time. As already 
discussed, we aim to forecast future values of this variable and in subsection 3.1 we 
present several prediction methods, focusing on their theoretical background. In section 
4, we will describe how we use these methods in order to provide near real-time 
predictions. On the other hand, section 3.2 specifies our evaluation process for this 
study. 

3.1 Time series forecasting 
 

In the following subsections, we will be presenting several popular methods for 
time series forecasting. 

3.1.1 Simple Moving Average  
The simple moving average (SMA) is used to forecast future values of a time 

series by averaging past data points. We calculate the SMA at time t, with trailing 
window W, by applying Formula 3.1. In order to forecast values beyond time t e.g., at 
time t+k, then we set F(t+k) = SMA(t) where F(t) is the predicted time series. In other 
words, all predictions past the current time t are equal to the calculated SMA at time t. 

 
𝑆𝑀𝐴(𝑡) = (()*+,-)	,	(()*+,/)	,	...,	(()*-)	,	(())

1
                                                  (3.1) 

 
As an example, Figure 3.1 shows time series y(t) for time t between 1001 and 

1008 seconds. At time t = 1006, we wish to predict values for times 1007 and 1008. In 
order to achieve this, we have to calculate the SMA(1006) as F(1008) = F(1007) = 
SMA(1006). Since y(1001) = 16, y(1002) = 20, y(1003) = 32, y(1004) = 40, y(1005) = 
20, y(1006) = 18 and W = 6, then SMA(1006) = (16 + 20 + 32 + 40 + 20 + 18)/6 = 24.3. 
These predicted values appear as red dots in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Time series forecasting using the SMA 
 
The user has to choose the right window size (i.e., value of W) for training. The 

first corner case is setting W = 1 which is the naïve prediction [31] i.e., SMA(t) = y(t). 
Conversely, the other extreme is setting W equal to the amount of all observations 
which equals the Cumulative Moving Average (CMA). Practically, the longer the 
window is, the more resistant our predictor is to recent changes in the observed variable 
y(t). Since SMA is cheap to compute, it is possible to run -in parallel- several SMA 
predictors while varying the window size. 

It is important to note that moving average techniques do not capture the seasonal 
component of a time series and they also lag behind in trend. The time series in Figure 
3.1 clearly has trend. As such, it comes as no surprise that the predicted value (red dot) 
for t = 1007 clearly does not match the corresponding observed value (blue dot) i.e., the 
prediction was very inaccurate. Forecasting with the SMA will only be effective for 
stationary series. 

 

3.1.2 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average 
The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) is used to forecast future 

values of a time series by calculating a weighted average of past data points. The 
EWMA gives more emphasis to recent observations as the weights used by EWMA 
decrease exponentially the further we look into the past. In other words, the older the 
observation is, the lower its weight is i.e., the less it contributes to EWMA. This is 
unlike the SMA (paragraph 3.1.1), which is an unweighted average i.e., all observations 
contribute the same in the calculation of the moving average. In order to forecast values 
beyond a time t e.g., at time t+k, then we set F(t+k) = EWMA(t) where F(t) is the 
predicted time series. In other words, all predictions past the current time t are equal to 
the calculated EWMA at time t. 
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A key concept in EWMA is the smoothing parameter α (alpha), where 0 ≤ α ≤
1. Essentially α, which is also known as the decay factor, defines how fast the EWMA 
decays the further we look into the past. The extreme case of α = 1 causes the past 
observations to have no effect on forecasting, whereas values of α close to 0 give more 
importance to observations from the distant past. In practice, the user usually picks an 
α in the range [0.1, 0.2] but it’s certainly possible to run multiple predictors with 
different α values and pick the one that best fits his scenario based on evaluation. 

We calculate the EWMA at time t, with trailing window W and smoothing 
parameter α, by applying Formula 3.2. However, it can also be calculated recursively 
by using Formula 3.3 for 𝑡6 + 1 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡6 + 1 +𝑊. To start this recursion, we have to 
set the initial value of EWMA(t) for t = t0. Different strategies exist, such as simply 
setting EWMA(t0) = y(t0) or using the average of a few past observations. The effect of 
this initial value differs depending on the smoothing parameter α. As already discussed, 
if α is close to 0 then Formula 3.3 will consider older observations for a longer time. 
Conversely, if α is close to 1 then Formula 3.3 will discount older observations faster. 
 

𝐸𝑊𝑀𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑦(𝑡) + 𝑎 ∙ (1 − 𝑎) ∙ 𝑦(𝑡 − 1) + 𝑎 ∙ (1 − 𝑎)/ ∙ 𝑦(𝑡 − 2) +                                                               
…+ 𝑎 ∙ (1 − 𝑎)1*- ∙ 𝑦(𝑡 −𝑊 + 1)                (3.2) 
 
 
𝐸𝑊𝑀𝐴(𝑡) = 𝑎 ∙ 𝑦(𝑡) + (1 − 𝑎) ∙ 𝐸𝑊𝑀𝐴(𝑡 − 1)                                                  (3.3) 
 
 
As an example, Figure 3.2 depicts time series y(t) for time t between 1001 and 

1020 seconds as blue dots. At time t = 1015, we wish to predict values for times 1016 
through 1020. In order to achieve this, we have to calculate the EWMA(1015) since 
F(1016) = F(1017) = ... = F(1020) = EWMA(1015). The red dots show the forecast for 
α = 0.1, while the yellow dots show the forecast for α = 0.9. Since α = 0.9 gives more 
emphasis to recent values, it captures better the sudden increase between 1011 and 
1015. However, this time series clearly exhibits trend, causing both predictors to be 
very inaccurate. Forecasting with the EWMA will only be effective for stationary 
series. 
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Figure 3.2: Time series forecasting using the EWMA 
 

3.1.3 Differencing 
Differencing is not a prediction scheme itself. As we’ve already discussed, 

several prediction schemes can only be applied to stationary series i.e., series that have 
no trend, no seasonality and constant level [36]. In order to remove seasonality and/or 
trend, we creating a new series taking the difference between the original series and a 
lagged version of itself. 

For example, in order to remove a linear trend, we would use a Lag-1 differencing 
i.e., y(t) - y(t-1). Similarly, a Lag-M differencing i.e., y(t) - y(t-M), would be used to 
remove linear seasonality from the original series; parameter M is the number of 
seasons. Finally, by applying differencing twice i.e., difference the differenced series, 
would remove both trend and seasonality. 
 

3.1.4 Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average 
Autocorrelation or serial correlation refers to the correlation between a series and 

its own past values. This correlation exists between pairs of values at a certain lag e.g., 
Lag-1 is the correlation between y(t) - y(t-1), Lag-2 is between y(t) - y(t-2) and so forth. 

Autoregressive (AR) models attempt to capture autocorrelation in a stationary 
series and be used for forecasting. The AR model of order p i.e., AR(p), is calculated 
by Formula 3.4, where β are constant coefficients and ε(t) is white noise. 

 
y(t) = β6 +	β- ∙ y(t − 1)	+	β/ ∙ y(t − 2)	+	. . . +	βC ∙ y(t − p)	+ 	ε(t)  

          (3.4) 
 
Although this formula is seemingly similar to EWMA, there are key differences; 

the β coefficients do not decay exponentially but are instead estimated to fit the series 
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using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) [38]. Moreover, unlike EWMA, 
AR(p) only considers p lagged values. 

On the other hand, Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) models not only 
include the p lagged series of y(t), but also q lagged series of the forecast errors ε(t). 
The ARMA(p,q) model is calculated by Formula 3.5, which makes the model more 
complete yet complex compared to AR. 

 
y(t) = β6 +	β- ∙ y(t − 1) +	β/ ∙ y(t − 2) +	…	+	βC ∙ y(t − p) + ε(t) + 
+	θ- ∙ 𝜀(t − 1) +⋯+ θI ∙ ε(t − q)                                                                   (3.5) 

  
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models don’t require the 

original series to be stationary. An ARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q)m model applies differencing 
first, as discussed in the previous section, in order to remove trend and/or seasonality 
from the original series. Then it fits an ARMA(p,q) model to the stationary series. 

As an example, Figure 3.3 depicts time series y(t) for time t between 1001 and 
1020 seconds as blue dots. At time t = 1015, we wish to predict values for times 1016 
through 1020. In order to achieve this, we first difference once to remove the obvious 
linear trend and then train an ARMA(4,1) model using the data point between 1001 and 
1015 seconds i.e., a training window of 15 seconds. This model is used to make 
predictions for the next 5 seconds, which are shown as red dots on Figure 3.3. 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Time series forecasting using the ARIMA 

3.1.5 Discrete Wavelet Transform 
Aggregate network traffic can be considered as fractal signals having self-

similarity properties. The Fourier Transform is not effective analysis tool as the time-
frequency information cannot been seen simultaneously, i.e., we may discover an 
interesting frequency component throughout the series but we cannot determine when 
(in time) it occurred. On the contrary, the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is well 
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localized in both time and frequency and is suited to model signals with abrupt changes, 
such as data traffic signals. 

Similar to AGILE [20], we will use the DWT to decompose our time series into 
a set of wavelet-based signals. As shown in Figure 3.4, the original signal is filtered 
with High Pass and Low Pass filters to extract the corresponding high and low pass 
sub-bands, also known as a detail and an approximation signal respectively. The 
decomposition continues to the next level by filtering the approximation signal once 
again. This can continue iteratively for many levels (i.e., scales) and this (i.e., the 
decomposition level) is an important parameter of this process. Another important 
parameter is the wavelet type (e.g., Daubechies or Coiflets) [34]. 

Once the signal is decomposed, predictions for each individual signal can be 
performed, e.g., using an ARIMA model. Then we synthesize the original signal by 
adding up all these predictions, i.e., performing the Inverse DWT. 

 

 
Figure 3.4: A three level DWT of input signal x[n] 
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3.2 Evaluation Process 
In order to evaluate our predictors, we first need to create a test network in the 

lab and deploy an NFV service chain. The NF(s) must report real-time performance 
metrics (e.g., the load of a network interface) which we will (i) cache and (ii) use to 
predict future values of the aforementioned metrics. Georgios P. Katsikas is providing 
the source code for a NF performing Source Network Address and Port Translation 
(SNAT). SNAT is typically performed by home and enterprise firewalls to allow inside 
clients to reach hosts on the Internet. 

Secondly, we need to create network traffic and tunnel it through the NFV service 
chain for processing. A lab environment cannot practically scale to match a production 
environment e.g., the KTH Campus network and its users (students, faculty members). 
Therefore, we choose to replay real-world traces instead. Since our NF is an SNAT, we 
requested and received access to three real-world anonymized Internet traces from 
CAIDA [33]. We developed pcal-tools1, a Python Library tool which parsed each 
CAIDA trace (i.e., a pcap file) in order to understand (i) the different types of traffic 
(e.g., HTTPS) and (ii) their distribution, simply by looking at the Transport Layer port 
numbers. For example, a TCP segment with destination port 443 would be classified as 
Web Traffic (HTTPS). We made no attempt to reveal the identity of the user who 
generated the traffic or the actual content of the packet, as this would be unethical. 
Table 3.1 offers more details regarding the origin of each trace. 
 
Notation Details 
A CAIDA 2014 real traces from equinix-chicago.dirA on 20140320 

between 12:59:11 and 13:06:00 UTC, i.e., 8 consecutive minutes. These 
traces do not have Layer 2 headers, i.e., they have LINKTYPE_RAW. 

B CAIDA 2015 real traces from equinix-chicago.dirA on 20150219 
between 12:59:11 and 13:06:00 UTC, i.e., 8 consecutive minutes. These 
traces do not have Layer 2 headers, i.e., they have LINKTYPE_RAW. 

C CAIDA 2016 real traces from equinix-chicago.dirA on 20160121 
between 12:59:11 and 13:06:00 UTC, i.e., 8 consecutive minutes. These 
traces do not have Layer 2 headers, i.e., they have LINKTYPE_RAW. 

Table 3.1: CAIDA anonymized Internet traces 
 
Figure 3.5 shows the time series “Traffic load over time” of trace A. The red 

squares demonstrate the total (i.e., aggregate) traffic load, whereas the remaining point 
types show the top 5 applications, in terms of bandwidth consumption. As we can see, 
the majority of this trace is Web Traffic (HTTP and HTTPS protocols). Similar plots 
for traces B and C can be found in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. Note that all CAIDA 
traces are missing Layer 2 headers (i.e., LINKTYPE_RAW) which we only added in 
section 5.2 so that the replayed traffic can be flow in the lab network. 
 
 

                                                
 
 
 
1 https://github.com/michailx/pcap-tools  
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Figure 3.5: Traffic load over time (bps) for real trace A 
 

 
Figure 3.6: Traffic load over time (bps) for real trace B 
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Figure 3.7: Traffic load over time (bps) for real trace C 
 
 
 
 
 
Moreover, Figures 3.8 through 3.10 display the histograms of these series, along 

with their statistical properties i.e., mean value, standard deviation, skewness and 
kurtosis. All distributions are bell-shaped, heavy-tailed and very skewed to the left [35]. 
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of aggregate traffic load (kbps) for real trace A 

 

 
Figure 3.9: Histogram of aggregate traffic load (kbps) for real trace B 
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of aggregate traffic load (kbps) for real trace C 

 
So, to summarize, we first need to build and deploy a lab network like the one 

depicted in Figure 3.11. While the host is replaying the CAIDA trace(s), our Monitoring 
App has to query the NF(s) for performance metrics (e.g., counters for ports 1 and 2), 
cache results and start training the predictors. Once the predictors are trained and begin 
forecasting, our next goal is to evaluate their accuracy. To that end, we need to compute, 
using Formula 3.6, and plot the (absolute) percentage error, which looks at the forecast 
error as a percentage of the original value. This will help us comprehend how big the 
forecast error really is.  

 
 
𝐴𝑃𝐸(𝑡) = |M(N)*O(N)|

O(N)
∙ 100	%                                                                           (3.6) 

 
 
Whenever the visual inspection is enough, we can also compute the Mean 

Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), which is a simple average of what we have already 
computed. 
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Figure 3.11: Evaluating Prediction Accuracy in Lab network 
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4 Platform Implementation 

In this section we go through the specifics of how we addressed the engineering 
problem at hand. Our platform is based on the ONOS SDN Controller [2]. The reasons 
for choosing ONOS were the (i) open source project with engaging community, (ii) 
high-level abstractions and rich Northbound API for developing Apps, (iii) scalable and 
resilient architecture and (iv) wide device support e.g., OF, NETCONF, SNMP, 
OVSDB, P4, REST, etc. Paragraphs 4.1 outlines the design and implementation of 
Mantis Monitor, a Management Plane application that we developed for ONOS. On the 
other hand, 4.2 focuses on Mantis Predictor, a near real-time predictor which runs on 
Kapacitor data processing engine. Lastly, paragraph 4.3 ties everything together by 
discussing the implementation of our Lab network. 

4.1 Monitoring 
The first objective is to monitor the forwarding devices and store performance-

related metrics to persistent storage. For the purposes of this project, we focused on 
port statistics and the received bits, packets and errors (i.e. drops) in specific. We 
developed a new ONOS native application called Mantis Monitor2. 

Mantis Monitor utilizes the ONOS northbound interface DeviceService 3  to 
interact with the inventory of infrastructure devices (e.g., OF switches) and retrieve the 
aforementioned port statistics in a near real-time fashion. In detail, the monitoring 
frequency is 1 second by default, though an administrator can pass a different value 
using the ONOS REST API. Querying happens in its own execution thread and at a 
fixed rate (i.e., the monitoring frequency) by using the ScheduledExecutorService4. 

The port statistics are essentially three time series; bits, packets and drops. This 
data is subsequently saved to InfluxDB5, a open-source time series database which is 
written specifically for timestamped data and allows high throughput ingest, 
compression and real-time querying of that same data. Mantis Monitor uses the Java 
Client library influxdb-java6 to write data points to InfluxDB, asynchronously (i.e., in 
batches) by default, though this is also configurable via the use of the ONOS REST 
API. Lastly, a welcome feature of InfluxDB is its support for the Grafana visualization 
tool which enables the effortless creation of dashboards. 

4.2 Predictions 
The second objective is to forecast future values of the aforementioned time 

series. In essence, we need a scalable data processing engine that can (i) ingest 
(fragments of) time series data, (ii) pass this data as input to prediction mechanisms and 
(iii) store their output i.e., the predicted values, for visualization or device 
reconfiguration purposes. This has to occur in a near real-time fashion. 

                                                
 
 
 
2https://ghetto.sics.se/nigsics/mantis-monitor/tree/mantis-monitor 
3http://api.onosproject.org/1.13.1/org/onosproject/net/device/DeviceService.html 
4https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorService.html 
5https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/influxdb/ 
6https://github.com/influxdata/influxdb-java   
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We utilized Kapacitor7, an open-source, near real-time streaming data processing 
engine which is also developed by InfluxData. A task in Kapacitor represents an amount 
of work to do on a set of data. Each task defines (i) which data (i.e., which InfluxDB 
table) to read, (ii) in which fashion (i.e., stream or batch), (iii) what processing to 
perform and (iv) which action to take. In our deployment scenario, we always store the 
prediction results back to InfluxDB. Moreover, we create a Kapacitor task per device 
per prediction mechanism; for example, we would create 3 tasks to run 3 forecasts 
(SMA, EWMA, ARIMA) on switch with datapath id of:000000223d4b0182. However, 
it is completely up to the administrator to decide how much granularity they need when 
creating tasks. Kapacitor, similar to InfluxDB, supports clustering (enterprise feature). 

A key strength of Kapacitor is its ability to perform arbitrary processing on the 
ingested data. Kapacitor comes with a wealth of built-in functions but also supports 
user defined functions (UDFs). The latter is important for our project as we have written 
a UDF for every prediction mechanism. In detail, a UDF is a child process of Kapacitor 
that communicates over STDIN/STDOUT with Kapacitor, using Google’s protocol 
buffer8 request/reply system, and is completely managed by Kapacitor. Kapacitor will 
send it data and the UDF can respond with new or modified data. 

4.2.1 User Defined Functions 
We have composed UDFs for all predictors (SMA, EWMA, ARIMA). Each UDF 

will consume a batch of data points from Kapacitor which is used to train the predictor. 
Then the predictor produces forecasts which are sent back to Kapacitor as a batch of 
data points. It is up to the user to define the size of both the training window as well as 
the prediction window. Kapacitor does not require a UDF to produce a data point for 
each data point it consumes (1:1 analogy) so these windows do not need to be of equal 
size. For example, an SMA predictor with a 60-second training window and 10-second 
prediction window will use the observed values of time series y(t) during the last 60 
seconds in order to predict the values F(t) of y(t) for the next 10 seconds. 

The ARIMA(p,d,q) predictor is implemented using the statsmodels library. It is 
up to the administrator to provide the necessary parameters (i) lag order p, (ii) degree 
of differencing d and (iii) the moving average window size q to the UDF. The SMA 
and EWMA moving averages were fairly trivial to implement. It’s up to the user to 
provide the decay factor α for EWMA. 

PyWavelet9 library provides, among other things, implementations for both the 
DWT and Inverse DWT. We have composed UDFs for both; DWT UDF consumes a 
batch of data points (i.e., an input signal) and performs a single-level DWT which 
decomposes the input signal to approximation and detail signals. Similarly, the IDWT 
UDF performs a single-level Inverse DWT which reconstructs the original signal, given 
the approximation and detail signals as input. It is up to the user the wavelet type (e.g., 
db1) as well as chain multiple tasks to achieve the desired decomposition level. 

                                                
 
 
 
7https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/kapacitor/  
8 https://github.com/google/protobuf  
9 https://github.com/PyWavelets/pywt  
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Lastly, as we already discussed in section 3, SMA and EWMA prediction 
mechanisms are only effective for stationary time series. Therefore, we have developed 
a UDF which decomposes an input time series to its parts (also time series): seasonality, 
trend and residual. The residual is a stationary time series that can be consumed by 
prediction mechanisms. This UDF consumes a batch of data points, decomposes it 
using the statsmodels10 library, and provides a batch back to Kapacitor. 

4.3 Lab network 
Our lab environment consists of two identical servers with Intel Xeon Gold 6134 

CPU at 3.20GHz, 64GB of DDR4 memory and 10GE Intel 82599 NICs. Both servers 
run Linux distro Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS. Figure 4.1 depicts how the two servers were 
connected to each other. Server “Claire” is used as the traffic generator i.e., it uses 
Linux app tcpreplay11 to read the pcap files (CAIDA trace) from its hard disk drive and 
transmit the packets out of port 1. As we see in Figure 4.1, the processed traffic is sent 
back to “Claire” on port 2, where it is silently dropped. We only sniff the incoming 
traffic on port 2 with tcpdump12 when we need to perform debugging. 

 
Figure 4.1: Network diagram of our Lab 
 

                                                
 
 
 
10 https://github.com/statsmodels/statsmodels  
11 http://tcpreplay.appneta.com/  
12 http://www.tcpdump.org/  
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We installed the ONOS SDN Controller [2], version 1.13.1 on server “Francis”, 
along with apps Metron [16] and Mantis Monitor (paragraph 4.2). We are using Metron 
to deploy a SNAT NF on “Francis”. This NF, which is written by Georgios P. Katsikas, 
is built using FastClick [6] and uses two Intel NICs in DPDK [26] mode as well as a 
single CPU core for traffic processing i.e., there is no vertical scaling. 

Both Mantis apps (Monitor and Predictor) have many dependencies, such as 
InfluxDB, Kapacitor as well as various Python libraries. We have developed a bash 
script that checks if this software is already installed on the server prior to launching 
ONOS. If something is missing, it is downloaded and installed automatically. Lastly, 
note that Mantis Predictor (paragraph 4.3) can be deployed on either server. 

4.3.1 Predictor Configurations 
Kapacitor, our near real-time processing engine, runs multiple computation tasks 

concurrently. Each task is using one of the aforementioned prediction mechanisms 
(paragraphs 3.1, 4.2.1) and a set of configuration parameters e.g., window size, lag 
order, etc. In section 5, we will be evaluating the six different predictor configurations 
mentioned on Table 4.1. All predictors have a 60-second training window and a 10-
second prediction window, as described in paragraph 4.2.1. The choice of these values 
greatly depends on the deployment scenario [37]; a 10-second forecast horizon should 
be enough for any state-of-the-art orchestration platform to scale a NF vertically e.g., 
by assigning an additional core for processing. In regards to the training window, the 
choice typically depends on the characteristics of the series (e.g., seasonality) which 
won’t be known beforehand in a real-life deployment. Commonly seen ratios are 80/20 
(i.e., 4:1) but we picked 6:1 as we empirically discovered that our predictors where 
performing better while not incurring high CPU utilization. For EWMA, we set the 
smoothing parameter alpha equal to 0,4 as the default values, 0,1 or 0,2, where the 
predictor to react very slowly to changes of the original signal. 
 
Predictor Details 
ARIMA (d=1) ARIMA predictor with (p, d, q) = (5, 1, 0), i.e., using 

5 lagged observations and differencing one which is 
suitable for linear trends. 

ARIMA (d=0) with DWT Single-level DWT decomposition, application of 
ARIMA(5, 0, 0) on both components and 
reconstruction with IDWT. Wavelet db1. 

EWMA (a=0,4) EWMA predictor with decay factor alpha set equal 
to 0,4 

EWMA (a=0,4) with DWT Single-level DWT decomposition, application of 
EWMA (alpha = 0.4) on both components and 
reconstruction with Inverse DWT. Wavelet db1. 

SMA SMA predictor 
SMA with DWT Single-level DWT decomposition, application of 

SMA on both components and reconstruction with 
IDWT. Wavelet db1. 

Table 4.1: Prediction configs for evaluation 
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5  Evaluation 

In section 4.3 we went through the design of our Lab network as well as the 
various predictor configurations (Table 4.1) that we will be testing. In short, a host is 
replaying the CAIDA network traces (section 3.2), while being directly connected to 
an off-the-shelf server which runs a Source NAT network function. Our ONOS app 
Mantis Monitor is querying the NF’s port statistics (delta bits, packets, drops) every 
second and stores this information in InfluxDB time series database. InfluxDB is 
streaming this data to the Kapacitor data processing engine which performs forecasts. 
In section 5.1, we will be evaluating if and how the service chain affects the statistical 
properties of the input traffic. Section 5.2 will instead focus on the accuracy of our 
prediction mechanisms. 

5.1 Monitoring Traffic Load 
In this subsection we are looking at the traffic load as measured by Mantis 

Monitor on both the ingress and egress ports of the NAPT NF. I replayed trace A and 
plotted the traffic load (bits per second) on Figure 5.1, while Figure 5.2 displays the 
successfully received versus dropped packets on the NF’s ingress port. The two time 
series are largely identical, until the 7th minute when the NAPT NF suddenly starts 
dropping thousands of packets per second, for undetermined reasons (black box). A 
similar issue is detected for trace B (Figure 5.3). On the contrary, trace C (Figure 5.4) 
displays a constant drop rate which is negligent. Regarding trace C, we have also 
provided the histogram of the series, before (Figure 5.5) and after (Figure 5.6) the 
NAPT NF in order to demonstrate that the statistical properties of the series remain 
largely unchanged. 

 
Figure 5.1: Trace A. Traffic load over time (kbps) before and after NAPT NF 
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Figure 5.2: Trace A. Ingress Packets over time (pps) of NAPT NF 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.3: Trace B. Traffic load over time (kbps) before and after NAPT NF 
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Figure 5.4: Trace C. Traffic load over time (kbps) before and after NAPT NF 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.5: Trace C. Histogram of aggregate traffic load (kbps) before NAPT NF 
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Figure 5.6: Trace C. Histogram of aggregate traffic load (Kbps) after NAPT NF 
 

 

5.2 Prediction Accuracy 
In this subsection we are looking at the accuracy of six workload predictors, as 

described in paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3.1. We replayed all three traces (described in 
paragraph 3.2) and plotted the absolute percentage error (Formula 3.6) of all predictors, 
as calculated on the ingress and egress ports of the NAPT NF. All predictors 
demonstrated relatively good accuracy, excluding (i) the beginning of the trace where 
models are still being trained and (ii) instances of abrupt change. 

Figure 5.7 demonstrates the results of replaying Trace A in the Lab Network 
(Figure 4.1). Graph 5.7i, which repeats Figure 5.1, shows the traffic load over time 
(kbps) before and after the NAPT NF. The data points are colored blue and red 
respectively. Moreover, Graph 5.7i introduces four pointers, A through D, which 
essentially represent moments of abrupt change. Graphs 5.7ii and 5.7iii show the 
absolute percentage error for all six predictors, as calculated before and after the NAPT 
NF respectively. These graphs also include the same four pointers. 

It is very evident that accuracy suffers for all predictors during the initial training 
period of 60 seconds which we expected, as the models have no prior knowledge of the 
time series. At 125 seconds (Pointer A on Graph 5.7i), we witness a sudden deep of 
throughput from 138 to 45 Mbps, and a subsequent increase to ~150 Mbps. This has an 
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immediate effect on all predictors as seen in both Graphs 5.7ii and 5.7iii. In fact, the 
prediction accuracy suffers for 6 consecutive seconds i.e., until the end of the current 
prediction window (seconds 121-130). These predictions were made at the 120th 
second, using the measurements between (60, 120] for training. We see a similar effect 
during the traffic drops at seconds 258 and 324 i.e., Pointers B and C respectively. 

As we already discussed in paragraph 5.1, the NAPT NF starts dropping ingress 
packets at a varying rate after the 7th minute (Pointer D on Graph 5.7i). We can witness 
the overwhelming impact of these drops to the prediction accuracy by focusing on 
Pointer D on Graph 5.7iii. In detail, the absolute percentage error peaks near 100% at 
427 seconds for all predictors and remains high until 470 seconds due to the continuous 
change of the packet drop rate. Then the drop rate begins to stabilize, according to 
Graph 5.7i, and as such the prediction accuracy begins to improve as we see in Graph 
5.7iii. 

Visual inspection of Figure 5.7 does not help identify which predictor performs 
best, which is why Table 5.1 holds the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of each 
predictor. According to these results, forecasting with the EWMA performs best and 
using DWT further improves the accuracy, though by admittedly a small margin. 
 
 
 

 
Predictor MAPE before NF MAPE after NF 

ARIMA (d=1) 7.53592233 8.238834951 

ARIMA (d=0) with DWT 12.12038835 15.69320388 

EWMA (a=0.4) 3.722330097 5.652427184 

EWMA (a=0.4) with DWT 3.547572816 5.302912621 

SMA 8.784466019 12.48543689 

SMA with DWT 8.440776699 11.96504854 
Table 5.1: Prediction accuracy for trace A 
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Figure 5.7: Trace A (i) time series, (ii) Absolute % error before NAPT NF and (iii) after 
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We replayed Traces B and C in the Lab Network and documented the 
experimental results on Figures 5.9 through 5.11. Similar conclusions were reached; 
accuracy is low during the initial training period (60 seconds) or at moments of sudden 
change e.g., the abrupt traffic drops during the 3rd minute of Trace B or the throughput 
fluctuation during the 7th minute of Trace C. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 hold the MAPE of each 
predictor. 

Arguably the most interesting observation was related to Trace B and, in specific, 
how the predictors handled the ingress packet drops. As we saw in paragraph 5.1, 
replaying Trace B causes the NAPT NF to drop ingress packets at different rates, 
starting at the 5th minute until the end of the experiment (8th minute). According to 
Figure 5.9, the prediction accuracy is extremely poor during that time, though it begins 
to recover when throughput stabilizes during the 8th minute. 

 

 
Figure 5.8: Trace B. Absolute Percentage Error for all predictors, before NAPT NF 

 
 

Predictors MAPE before NF MAPE after NF 
ARIMA (d=1) 7.799154334 16.3551797 

ARIMA (d=0) with DWT 9.701902748 16.62790698 
EWMA 5.978858351 10.72093023 

EWMA with DWT 5.496828753 10.47357294 
SMA 9.281183932 25.8794926 
SMA with DWT 8.993657505 24.89640592 

Table 5.2: Prediction accuracy for trace B 
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Figure 5.9: Trace B. Absolute Percentage Error for all predictors, after NAPT NF 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5.10: Trace C. Absolute Percentage Error for all predictors, before NAPT NF 
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Figure 5.11: Trace C. Absolute Percentage Error for all predictors, after NAPT NF 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Predictors MAPE before NF MAPE after NF 
ARIMA (d=1) 12.08560311 12.42607004 

ARIMA (d=0) with DWT 11.80350195 13.48832685 
EWMA 6.513618677 7.091439689 

EWMA with DWT 5.766536965 6.470817121 
SMA 7.838521401 10.91828794 
SMA with DWT 7.69844358 10.62645914 

Table 5.3: Prediction accuracy for trace C 
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6  Conclusions and Future Work 

We are concluding our study by presenting its highlights (6.1) as well as its 
limitations (6.2). Subsection 6.3 focuses on the lessons we learned and how the findings 
can be enhanced with future research and experimentation. Finally, in 6.4 we reflect on 
the benefits of our work for society, but also discuss the ethical and environmental 
considerations.  

6.1 Conclusions 
Our prediction platform, also known as Mantis Predictor, offers ample 

customization options to the user, is easily expandable by developers introducing new 
UDFs and offers scalability to the system administrators. As we saw in section 5, the 
six predictor configurations performed relatively well for all CAIDA traces, though 
accuracy suffered when the traces exhibited very abrupt changes. According to Wavelet 
theory, abrupt changes are modeled well by the DWT, however it’s challenging to know 
a priori how many decomposition levels are required or what wavelet type (e.g., 
Daubechies or Coiflets) should be used. In most cases, EWMA performed better than 
ARIMA which also poses the question how long training window is necessary to 
improve accuracy.  

Throughout our testing, it became apparent that the NAPT NF and its 
corresponding controller (Metron) do not change the underlying statistical properties of 
the input signal. However, we cannot explain the reason behind the massive input drops 
when replaying traces A and B since (i) the NF is a black box to us i.e., we are not 
aware of its innerworkings and (ii) the application traffic remained relatively flat 
according to the graphs in section 3.2. These events led to a key realization; when 
deploying a service chain of multiple NFs, it is not enough to only sample the traffic 
load at the ingress of the chain and use this information alone to scale all appliances of 
the chain. Because, as we saw, a NF in the chain might (overwhelmingly) change the 
time series, rendering all predictions useless. Instead, we ought to monitor each NF 
individually and generate predictions. 

6.2 Limitations 
This study focused on forecasting a time series (e.g., ingress network load); we 

experimented with well-known predictors (e.g., ARIMA) and real production traces 
(e.g., CAIDA). Improving the prediction accuracy is an important goal but it’s not the 
only goal. It’s also important to evaluate the computational complexity of each 
prediction technique. For example, an ISP who offers a Stateful Firewall to each 
subscriber, home or business, in a big locality has to seriously consider resource 
allocation. If predictor X offers 2% better accuracy but consumes 10% more CPU 
cycles compared to predictor Y, maybe it is cheaper for an ISP to run predictor Y, even 
if it occasionally overprovisions or underprovisions resources for the Stateful Firewalls. 

Once a prediction has been made, an orchestration platform (e.g., Metron) has to 
deploy and/or scale the NF (e.g., a stateful firewall) appropriately. Regardless of what 
off-the-shelf hardware is being used for NFs, there is a finite number of different 
resource allocations schemes. So, it is possible that both predictor X and Y produce a 
slightly different prediction but eventually lead to the same resource allocation. And 
this bears the question about how accurate predictions need to be to. 
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6.3 Future work 
Further work is warranted in order to improve prediction accuracy. First, we need 

to experiment with more network traces and especially traces that exhibit different 
statistical properties. To that end, we have already developed synthetic_trace 13 , a 
Python library that can synthesize network traces (i.e., create pcap files). The library 
already supports a handful of different curves (constant, linear, quadratic, sine, 
deterministic noise). It’s up to the user to specify the throughput curve that she wishes 
to achieve. For example, she could use 3 component curves (sine, linear and 
deterministic noise), each with different parameters (start time, end time, throughput or 
seed value) and combine them in a multiplicative fashion. 

Secondly, we need to experiment with different predictor configurations i.e., run 
our predictors with different input parameters. For example, we ought to try different 
(i) training window sizes, (ii) combinations of p, d and q parameters for ARIMA, (iii) 
wavelet types or (iv) levels of decomposition for the DWT. This process, called 
sensitivity analysis, will help us draw conclusions as to how significant each parameter 
is to the forecast accuracy and discover potential connections between the different 
input parameters. 

6.4 Reflections 
NFV promotes the use of commodity hardware (i.e., off-the-shelf servers) for 

network middleboxes e.g., firewalls, instead of specialized and proprietary hardware. 
Naturally, commodity hardware is cheaper to make (i.e., economies of scale) and easy 
to repurpose. Modern data centers comprise of thousands of commodity servers which 
are reconfigured / repurposed on demand, using an orchestration layer, to accommodate 
the ever-changing business needs. These data centers are built with environmental 
sustainability in mind by using renewable energy, cooling optimizations (free air 
cooling, hot and cold air containment) as well as social contributions (e.g., reuse 
generated heat to warm households). Conversely, using specialized hardware is 
environmentally and economically unsustainable due high manufacturing costs and 
shorter life span in production networks. This dedicated hardware becomes obsolete 
once its features are deemed outdated as functionality is implemented in hardware thus 
cannot be modified.  

It is vital that NFV-based NFs are programmed to utilize the necessary server 
resources (i.e., CPU, memory, and network I/O) as effectively as possible. This will 
enable NFV stakeholders (e.g. network providers) to provision the same number of NFs 
using fewer servers or fewer resources with the same number of servers. Both will result 
in saving power and capacity resources. The amount of resources that Mantis, our 
proactive controller, could potentially save highly depends upon on the accuracy of our 
prediction schemes. To determine the forecasting accuracy of different machine 
learning techniques, we experimented with real-world traces i.e., production traffic. 

Were granted access to the CAIDA anonymized internet traces after submitting 
a formal request. CAIDA captures production traffic for scientific purposes only. As it 

                                                
 
 
 
13 https://github.com/michailx/synthetic_trace  
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is ethically appropriate, only packet headers are preserved (layers 2-4) and anonymized, 
while the rest of the packet contents (including its payload) is discarded [33]. In the 
context of this thesis work, we only parsed the layer4 headers in order to get a general 
understanding of what type of traffic (e.g., HTTPS) we were replaying through our NFs, 
while making no attempt to reveal the identity of the user who generated the traffic. 
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